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Could your business really
survive without one-third
of its customers?
It’s a new decade and with that customer
expectations are at an all-time high. They
want brands to be proactive and personal,
every time, everywhere; to provide seamless
assistance across channels; and — most
importantly — customers want to feel
connected to the brands they buy from.
Given that, the focus is no longer on how
people perceive the brand but rather how
they experience the brand. This shift in focus
is leading many digitally-forward businesses
to move away from traditional transactional
engagement with their customers to one
that is relevant, real-time and relational. To
ensure sustainability in the fast-paced digital
age, these brands are focused on delivering
relational experiences to drive a greater level
of customer loyalty and hence derive a
greater proportion of the customer’s lifetime
value for the category.
Being customer-centric, relational-driven
business means taking a fuller, holistic view
of your customers’ wants and needs and
using that information to re-envision the
experiences you build for them and the

Being customer-centric, relational-driven
business means taking a fuller, holistic view
of your customers’ wants and needs and
using that information to re-envision the
experiences you build for them and the
relationships you nurture with them. It’s a
win-win in terms of maintaining and
increasing revenue opportunities as you both
retain current customers and bring in new
ones. That’s why the future of great
customer service is about on-going, highquality relationships over isolated
troubleshooting communications and
meaningful dialogue over transactional
disconnected monologue.
The problem is: transactional ticketing
systems are struggling to meet the changing
digital landscape of forward-thinking
businesses and preventing them from
delivering to consumers’ heightened
expectations.
We know switching legacy support platforms
can be a diﬃcult decision, one that requires
organizational buy-in and cultural
transformation, to say the least. Based on
our industry expertise and customer
research, there are ﬁve speciﬁc signs that it’s
time to switch from transactional tickets to
relational conversations.
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Remember when you were at school and you

Unfortunately, treating a customer as a

had more friends than you could count?

ticket doesn’t exactly scream “We appreciate

Every weekend meant an invite to a birthday

you!” In fact, immediately converting a

party, where you — along with thirty or forty

customer to a number says quite the

others — tore around en masse.

opposite. To treat your buyers as the valued
friends they are, a more personal approach is

Then, as you got older, your social circle grew

necessary.

more selective. Narrowing down through
your teen years and into your twenties.

With Dixa, customer service agents can use
instant customer recognition tools to provide

Now, as adults, it’s not uncommon to have a

personalized, friend-to-friend support. No

handful of close friends. The ones we speak

more tickets or numbers, just a smart,

to often, lean on when times get tough, and

conversational system that integrates all the

trust to be there through tears and laughter.

information you need — name, order history,

Sure, you may have a wider circle of

tracking numbers, CLTV, CSAT, anything.

acquaintances, who you’ll happily meet for a
drink or dinner, but these contacts tend to

It’s no secret that great customer service

come and go, switching out with jobs,

breeds loyalty. A staggering 96% of buyers

neighborhoods, or likes and dislikes.

across the globe say that customer service is
a major deciding factor for where their

The same can be said for brands.

loyalties lie.

Customers tend to have a tight repertoire of

So switch to a software that gives customers

brands they regularly buy from. These are

names — not numbers! — today.

the businesses they are most loyal to — a
relationship that pays oﬀ for both the

Get the full story on how Rapha has created

business and the buyer. And if a customer

brand ambassadors with a human-centric

likes your brand enough to keep you in their

approach to customer support.

close circle, you had better respond in kind.

"We certainly do not want to become a robotic,
process-driven contact center. We want to be humans
at the end of a phone and we genuinely feel that Dixa
helps us unlock that."
- Rob Pierce, Customer Operations Director, Rapha
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What beneﬁts do ticketing systems bring?

Today, times have changed. Consumers have
changed. And so the way we deliver

Tickets allow support teams to process, track

customer support needs to change as well.

and manage a large number of customer
cases at a time. Providing customers a case

These days buyers value long-lasting

number helps them feel in control — it gives

relationships, and the ticketed system simply

them a record of what’s been said and done,

wasn’t built to nurture on-going

when and by who.

communication.

Once the ‘case’ has been resolved, the ticket

Dixa’s Customer Friendship platform helps

is closed down.

you step out of the Ticketing Age and into
the Conversational Age, putting the customer

It’s neat, ordered and eﬃcient. Job done.

ﬁrst — not the problem. This, in turn, enables
your service agents to have meaningful

But the ticketing system lacks one vital

conversations with consumers — just like

element: meaning.

they would with a friend.

Ticketing systems are transactional by nature

Read how Interﬂora shifted from siloed

and traditionally were designed to be.

disconnected systems and communication to

Ticketing systems were developed at a time

one uniﬁed solution for seamless

when quick, practical customer service was

personalized conversations.

the gold-standard. Got a problem?
Troubleshoot it fast.
The temptation then being to clear a backlog
of tickets as quickly as possible, forgoing any
opportunity to really add value to a
customer’s experience.

“Two of the most important things for us it’s that our
customers always receive a personal customer service
experience and that our customer service reps have the best
working experience. With Dixa, they do in all respects.”

- Iman Safari, Head of Subscribers & Customer Service, Interﬂora
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How easy is it for your customer service

Instead, customers have to repeat

team to keep track of customer

themselves to get each channel’s agent up to

communication?

speed. A process that’s time-consuming for
the agent, and very frustrating for the

One day there’s a Facebook message, the

customer.

next an email, perhaps followed up a month
later by a phone call...

So frustrating, in fact, that 72% of consumers
say a repetitive conversation amounts to

After all, that’s how we use technology these

poor customer service.

days — we tend to have several
conversations, over a number of channels,

But instead of treating each communication

often at the same time.

channel as a separate conversation, Dixa
creates one clear history, threading all

Herein lies another issue with using tickets

channels and relevant data together. Not

today.

only does this make it easy for customer
service agents to review, respond and

Processing customer contact in cases or

reinforce great customer care, it’s also a

tickets means that relevant, necessary

better ﬁt for customers’ needs in the

information is locked up in diﬀerent parts of

modern-day.

the system. This makes it diﬃcult for agents
to have an accurate view of all recent

Read how Sportmaster delivers support in

communication between brand and buyer.

record time across all channels.

"Dixa has eliminated cherry-picking forever and uniﬁed us as a
team. By working in a truly multichannel system, my team is
more eﬀective when solving customer inquiries and more
eﬃcient with how they spend their time. Working this way has
been a game changer for us."

- Sportmaster
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The argument for switching from tickets to

Integrations and smart routing makes it

conversational software delivers obvious

possible to instantly fetch data from any

beneﬁts to the customer. And it doesn’t stop

number of systems to agents get all the

there. The beneﬁts can be extended to your

context they need in one single view. Need to

support teams and customer service reps

get a customer’s tracking number from their

too.

Shopify or Magento account? No problem.
Want to automatically route customers with

If you’re still using a ticketing system,

a certain CLTV to a queue with high priority?

chances are your team is wasting valuable

That’s done in a ﬂash, saving teams all the

resources with ineﬀective customer service

time it typically takes to direct an inquiry to

techniques. Where tasks could be

the best suited agent.

automated, ticketing systems require extra
eﬀort — and often involve switching

What’s more, with custom integrations, your

between several tabs or screens to gather

team can increase eﬃciency and accuracy in

context and relevant data. Maybe a manager

a way that’s pertinent to them. And, in doing

is even manually assigning tickets to available

so, make their jobs more streamlined and

agents.

satisfying. Happy contact center staﬀ create
happy customers. So cut down on in-house

With powerful automations available to

ineﬃciencies and improve your customer

every business, there’s a smarter way to

service speed, in one hit with Dixa.

work.
Dixa makes the manager experience and

Get the full story on why Aller Leisure

agent experience intuitive — and even

switched from a ticketing system to a

enjoyable — to support their end-consumers

conversational platform.

and deliver gold-standard customer service.

"The way we manage our leads with Dixa is unique because all
customer engagements and data goes into one solution. With
Dixa, we give our customers and our employees a signiﬁcantly
better experience, which has resulted in an increase in sales,
customer satisfaction and eﬃciency across the board."

- Rie Ulrich, COO, Aller Leisure
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Major tech overhauls are no fun for anyone.

Dixa is intuitive and adaptable, whether

On-boarding the team to a complex new

you’re a manager or customer service agent.

system creates internal disruption, having a

Plus, the customer service team doesn’t need

nasty knock-on eﬀect to the level of

to ask IT for anything — they can build and

customer care available.

trial their own tweaks, based on their expert
experience: something no other help desk

What’s worse, is that even after committing

software can oﬀer.

to a software upgrade, you often realize this
new solution is hard to set up, impossible to

Dixa’s platform also works just as well for ten

make changes to, or confusing to use on a

service reps as it does for a hundred or one

day-to-day basis.

thousand. The software simply scales as your
business does.

Suddenly what was intended to improve
customer service, has brought your entire

And, no matter how many communication

operation to a standstill.

channels you have open, we can unify your
data, producing a variety of valuable reports

Of course in an ideal world, you’d have a

in seconds. It’s an omnichannel approach,

customer service software solution that was

providing omnichannel insights for

fully customizable and easily scalable,

omnichannel consumers.

without the need for IT or engineers to set
up and maintain.

Because of this, Dixa is the only truly futureproof customer service software available

After all, your customer service team are the

today.

ones on the front line, using this software
everyday to support buyers around the clock.

Read how Too Good To Go uses Dixa to not

You want to be able to empower them to

only ﬁght global waste but also provide an

make quick changes to improve support

intuitive user experience that is easy for new

capabilities, as and when they see an

agents to learn and the data to continually

opportunity for development.

improve and optimize their customer
experience.

We’re proud to oﬀer our customers an
incredibly easy on-boarding process and
smooth user experience thereon in.

"Dixa has helped us scale from 20 agents to 100 over 6 months while
simultaneously helping us improve our customer experience
tremendously. We now know what customers are contacting us about and
can engage with them in real-time. Because of this we have seen an
increase in customer retention."
- Andreas Sachse, COO, Too Good To Go
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Book a demo
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